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Overview

Having a robot assistant at home that could seamlessly
assist us with daily activities is a long-sought dream.

(a) 2D-Fetch-Quest (b) HR-Handover (c) HR-SeqManip

Challenges for human-robot collaboration:

• It is unsafe and sample-inefficient to directly train
human-robot collaboration in real-world.

•Human might have diverse non-stationary motions.

Human-human
collaboration data

Human-robot
collaboration

Human collaboration demos are safe and easy to collect
and contains rich diverse intents and movements.
Introducing Co-GAIL, an imitation learning framework
to teach diverse human-robot collaboration skills from
human-human collaboration demonstrations.
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1.Human motion generator: Learns to generate diverse
human strategies for training the robot.

2.Robot policy: Learns to predict hidden human strategy
and outputs collaborative actions.

Co-optimization for learning collaborative skills
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Forward mapping guarantees that each strategy code could
lead to a unique type of human behavior.
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behaviors to strategy space

Inverse mapping objective encourages the model to explore
diverse human behavior from the data.

Experiments results

Replay evaluation results with unseen human motions

Qualitative results on diverse human behavior exploration

Visualization of the learned latent strategy space

Learned strategy representation visualization

Learned strategy representation visualization

We observe a better separation of latent strategy learned
using Co-GAIL than the other two methods.

Proof-of-concept analysis with real users
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Setup: We invite four human users to test the robot
trained with different algorithms. Users interacted with
all methods in randomized order and the success rate over
20 trials is reported.

Real-human evaluation
We invite 4 operators to test the learned models:

(b) Latent strategy visualization(a) Handover positions
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(b) Strategy representation visualization

Dataset MA-InfoGAIL DYIAN Co-GAIL

(a) HR-Handover interpolation distribution

Dataset MA-InfoGAIL DYIAN Co-GAIL

(a) HR-Handover interpolation distribution
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Figure 4: Diversity and strategies encoded in latent space. (a) Top view of successful handover
locations from HR-Handover interpolation. (b) Visualization of the correspondence of learned latent
strategy space (2D domain) to different type of manipulation strategies (colors).

and robot roles (see Appendix). We sweep through the latent code to generate H-R interactive284

trajectories and classify the outcome strategy. Figure 4b displays the results. Codes for the same285

strategy tend to cluster in the same region. We see a better separation of latent strategy learned using286

Co-GAIL than the other two methods. This shows the value of our diversity objective in Equation 3.287

Table 3: Real-human evaluation
2D-FetchQ. HR-H. HR-S.

User id 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

BC-single 70 65 50 65 20 65 10 20 10 5 10 15
MA-GAIL[24] 65 50 45 50 50 35 25 20 30 25 35 25

MA-InfoGAIL[25] 85 80 40 50 55 90 65 25 35 40 40 50
Co-GAIL 100 90 85 80 75 70 70 75 60 50 65 70

Real human user interacting with288

⇡R
co: We performed a proof-of-concept289

analysis with real users to assess rep-290

resentative methods. Users interacted291

with all methods in randomized order.292

We report the success rate out of 20 tri-293

als per user per method per domain in294

Table 3. Co-GAIL consistently outper-295

forms the other methods except for one296

case in the HR-Handover. In this case, the user performed handover in a small area that overlapped297

with the region that MA-InfoGAIL overfits to. Co-GAIL showed the best adaptation to diverse298

strategies across users and trials. While a small sample size, these promising results are the first299

demonstration of a learning method that succeeds at adapting to real users in these challenging tasks300

with continuous motion and varied strategies.301

The accompanying video available at https://sites.google.com/view/cogail/home shows302

details of the behaviors of the policies, domains, and experiments.303

6 Limitations and Future Works304

We present a novel method for learning a policy for human-robot collaboration that handles diverse305

human behaviors in interaction, as shown in real human-human demonstrations. Our method co-306

optimizes a human policy and a robot policy in an interactive learning process to enable the robot to307

learn to assist an active collaborator. While our method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods308

in challenging HRC tasks, there are a few limitations we would like to address in the future. In our309

current implementation, the roles of leaders and followers must be assigned to the human agent and310

the robot agent in advance. A potential future direction is to allow the robot to assume both roles311

and transition between them fluidly. Another future direction is to apply the learned policy to the312

real robot. A possible approach is to align the observation space of the simulated environment and313

the real world through state estimation and employ domain randomization [48] to allow the agent to314

be robust against domain shift in sim-to-real transfer.315
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Results: Co-GAIL consistently outperforms the other
methods with different users and environments.
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